
Dear Nuno,

Thank you very much for your comments and questions.

Dear authors and ARC,

I have read the latest documentation shared in cadi.

This implements a change in the dataset (non-displaced Jpsi trigger, from 2012
parked data),
as motivated by studies performed by the team and reported in the PAG, and agreed 
in
ARC+authors meeting.

Please find some comments below. these report to versions #7 of AN and PAS from 
Aug 10.

There has been an impressive amount of work done by this lifetime team within the 
PAG,
which benefits the robustness of the current results and forthcoming CMS 
measurements.
At this point however, it is crucial, for different reasons, that the current
lifetime measurements are finalized.
I need to ask that the review, including by the analysis review team, advances at
appropriate pace to allow it to converge shortly.

many thanks for the understanding and cooperation.

cheers,
Nuno, for BPH

PAS v7

l.14  "are based on the RECONSTRUCTION OF THE transverse decay length Lxy "-
R/  DONE

l.18 per event -> per b-hadron candidate
R/  DONE

eqn.1 is not correct (fails dimensional analysis), see eg expression 4 in AN-
2012/431
l.21 c times the lifetime -> the lifetime (\tau)
l.21 as 1 -> in the
R/ Done

l.31 resonance which is CP-odd ... -> resonance; the Jpsi phi final state is a
CP-odd eigenstate , and its lifetime measurement thus provides to good 
approximation
R/  DONE

l.33-35 remove; or replace by a general statement, e.g. the same dataset is now 



used by all channels
R/  DONE

l40 full→fully
R/  DONE

l.42 remove etc, or replace by the actual studies it stands for
R/  DONE

l.55 the acronym 'PV' cannot be used to define itself; best? do you mean smaller
R/  Yes, we mean smaller.

l.57, or after l.68, say explicitly that the trigger has not explicit displacement
criteria imposed
R/  DONE

l.85-88 these displacement criteria introduces a ct bias; are these the main
culprits for ct<2um, do they affect also higher ct?
R/ We do not think so, but if there is any bias, also at higher ct, it is taken 
into account in the efficiency.

l.120, and also 135, 160, 166 and elsewhere: what is "BB" ?
R/ It means b hadron backgrounds (BB). we forgot to put the acronym but now it is 
present.

l.144 remove paragraph break; writw 'signal signal_ct component'
R/  DONE

l.146 distributionS are fixed in the final fit, a described in Section [x]. (next
section is incorrect, specify the section you men by its reference)
R/  DONE

l.149 fully
R/  DONE

l.151 "exponential decay 151 with the lifetime set to the same value used at
generation level"; in principle, the cg-efficiency function should be obtained 
from the ratio to two reco distributions; specifically, in place of the 
exponential, expression (19) in AN-2012/431 should be used.
R/ That was the original way in how we were doing it, however, following your 
suggestion to reduce the uncertainty due to the limited MC statistics, we 
normalize using the theoretical exponential decay.

l.152-6 typos:  fully, turn-on, presentS, wHich
R/  DONE

l.158, delete sentence after data; append l.169 here
R/  DONE

l.160 "described previously", where exactly?
R/  DONE



figures: better not to rely on color to distinguish fit components; use different
line style (in addition to color)
R/ DONE

l.169 inclue table with fit results
R/Table with fit results are present in the AN, for the PAS we decided to show 
just the main results.

l.179 has
R/  DONE

l.182 "unbiased, yet they lead to a slightly different lifetime results"... sounds
inconsistent, please rephrase
R/  DONE 

l186. checked for other channels in addition to B+?
R/ Yes we did it, and the deviations are of the same order.

l.191-3 no need to specify the per-channel errors for this source; this 
information is in the table; can give range instead
R/ Done

l.202 Data were... periodS
R/  DONE

l.203 there's -> there is; lifetime have -> fitted lifetime values have
R/  DONE

l.204 remove: "so in order to bet in safety side"
R/  DONE

l.204 we calculate ... specify how
R/  DONE

l.206 other systematic SOURCES were investigated, including…
R/  DONE

l.207 etc, and all of them -> which
R/  DONE

l.221 our -> the
R/  DONE

l.222 remove 'of'; and it -> which
R/  DONE

l232 Table 2 -> Table 1
R/  DONE

Table 1: re-format (remove grid lines etc to match e.g. format table 2, for
consistency)
R/ Done

////// BC 



(on Bc)
eqn 2. remove ambiguity of product vs convolution operation precedence; e.g., 
split
expression as product of two fractions, one with eft ratios, the other with ratios
of convolved exponential
eqn 3. R has been used in previous expression and is redefined here, which makes 
it
unclear as to what its real definition is
l.242 "R ... denotes the ratio of efficiency functions", which, together with 
eqn.4 
implies yet another definition; best to reformulate, with more clear definitions,
while mentioning assumptions/approximations involved.
l.243 remove some
l.244 what's the outcome of the check, does the approx. hold?
l.245 the b-meson decay width difference, \Delta\Gamma_c, given by  (note the 
symbol
is used with different definition, as will be the case when including the Bs 
JpsiPhi
channel)
l.246 remove spurious 'ff'
l.248-263 remove -- it is redundant with the common selection section; piece that
are specific to Bc should be specified therein
figure 7: blu->blue; should not rely on colours; use in addition different line 
styles
figure 8: can be removed; emphasis should be on Bc; B+ was described before; same
baseline criteria/modeling should be used as possible, specifying  (and 
justifying)
when differences are adopted
table 2: error -> source
////// BC 

l.342 the cascade decay has been removed from this version of PAS (temporarily, I
expect), remove here for consistency
R/  DONE

consistency amongst channels, including Bc
- same notation must be used; e.g. L vs Lxy (e.g. l.274, 276)
- same definition of of ct should be used (e.g. in l.297 "M is the reconstructed
mass" vs l.19 "world average mass")
- same definition of ct efficiency should be used (see l.309 vs l.149)
- same units should be used (e.g. ct/cm vs t/\mumu/c vs ps)
- section 6 should appear before section 5; section 6.2 in section 4; section 6.3
should be merged in section 5.2; section
eqn 13 should appear after and inline with eqn 11

note: I understand the 3 channels sets are kept separately documented to some
extent, in part to allow the finalized channels to be first released in the PAS;
however, notation and definitions should be same across all channels, as should
selection criteria and procedures, to the extent possible, As I suggested in the
past, to avoid this matter, please move on to constructing a fully merged 
document,
under the paper area in cadi. The Bs should be included there; as should a
discussion on the effective Bs lifetimes in the two studied channels.



AN 2014/286 v7

please consider the above comments made to the PAS that apply to the AN

there were significant modifications relatively to previous versions,
connected to the adoption of the parked dataset for all channels

please include a section at the beginning of the document specifying the
modifications made in a given version;
please include material and results obtained for different datasets available -- 
for
example in appendices, or pointing to versions available from cadi (specify what
these versions and section are in the suggested new section); include also a
comparison of results obtained for the studied configurations/datasets that were
explored.

consider adding a table of contents at the begging -- for example to ensure the 11
appendices are not missed!, and to facilitate overview.

R/ we will have all these comments into account in the next AN version

l.289 what is the fraction of k-pi swap; did you try s fit variation, selecting 
both mass assignments, and employing a suitable PDF (m,ct, sigma_ct) description 
in the fit, as a systematic variation or cross check
R/ The swap fraction is around of 12%. How to treat this was discussed previously
during the meetings of the lifetime group and we agreed that we will include a
systematic uncertainty due to this in the way how is explained in the point 8 of
the systematic uncertainty section.


